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Welome to Calulus! Here are my supplemental notes for one-variable Calulus, giving alternative ways

to think about some things, pratial advie, and sometimes more theoretial detail.

This does not over everything that you need to know; you should also have the o�ial ourse text-

book, whih is the 3rd Edition of University Calulus: Early Transendentals by Hass et al published by

Addison�Wesley (Pearson). There are also some referenes in these notes to that textbook. Conversely,

there is some material in here that you don

′
t need to know, although I hope that it will be helpful; I ll

generally make a note of that when it happens.

For Calulus 2 (Math-1700), there is an additional set of notes on multivariable Calulus, whih I

will hand out later in that lass.
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1 Preliminaries

Before beginning this lass, you should be familiar with the basi algebrai properties of real numbers and

real-valued funtions of real numbers.

1.1 Numbers

By default, all of the numbers that we work with will be real numbers. (Most of Calulus applies just as

well to omplex numbers, but a omplete understanding of Calulus in even one omplex variable requires

some ideas from multivariable Calulus, whih these notes do not over.) In partiular, if a is a negative

number, then

n
√
a is unde�ned when n is an even integer and negative when n is an odd integer. More

generally, if a is a negative number, then ap is de�ned only if p is a rational number whose denominator in

lowest terms is odd; in this ase, ap is positive if the numerator of p is even and negative if the numerator

of p is odd. Note that (a2)
1/2

=
√
a2 = |a|, while a2·1/2 = a1 = a, whih is di�erent when a is negative, so

the rule that (ax)
y
= axy does not hold in general (although it does hold when a is a positive number).

Although 0x is unde�ned whenever x is negative (beause this amounts to dividing by zero), we need

to de�ne 00 = 1 in order to make some formulas work orretly. Although the textbook says that 00 is un-

de�ned, this ontradits some things that that book says about polynomials and power series. (Setion 9.7

of the o�ial textbook, beginning with the de�nition of power series on page 523, is the �rst plae where

this is important; see also the disussion of power series starting on page 45 in these notes.) It s possible

to take a more nuaned approah, where 0x is 1 when x is an integer -valued variable with the value 0
while 0x is unde�ned when x is a real -valued variable with the value 0; however, this makes the meaning

of 00 ambiguous without ontext, so for simpliity, I prefer to just say that 00 = 1. Nevertheless, this will
require some are when it omes to rules for evaluating limits.

When we use trigonometri operations, they will always apply to angle measures in radians. Atually,

it s best to think of these as operations on pure numbers, with the geometri appliation to angles as just

one use of them. So sinx and cosx are de�ned for any real number x, sin (x+ 2π) is always the same as

sinx, et. Also, for the inverse trigonometri funtions, I write asinx for the unique real number suh that

−π/2 ≤ asinx ≤ π/2 and sin (asinx) = x (if there is any suh number at all, whih there will be if and

only if −1 ≤ x ≤ 1); this number is also variously written arcsinx, Sin−1 x, or (as in the textbook) sin−1 x.
Note that I also use −π/2 ≤ acscx ≤ π/2; some Calulus textbooks do this di�erently, but I am agreeing

with our o�ial textbook in this respet.

The main di�erene between my approah to Calulus and the textbook s is that I make more use

of di�erentials. Calulus was originally developed using di�erentials, and many alulations are easier to

do this way. Furthermore, di�erentials are often used in appliations, espeially (but not only) to physis.

They fell out of fashion with mathematiians towards the end of the 19th entury, when Calulus was �rst

put on a rigorous logial foundation, beause this foundation did not inlude di�erentials. However, a rig-

orous logial development of di�erentials as well had been ahieved by the early 20th entury, so there is

no longer any reason to avoid them. You an do almost everything with the textbook s methods if you

want, but I enourage you to try using di�erentials. (This will be espeially fruitful if you go on to take

multivariable Calulus, where di�erentials are even more onvenient.)

A related (but distint) issue is the question of in�nitely small (but nonzero) numbers. We say that a

number is in�nitely small, or in�nitesimal , if its absolute value is less than 1, less than 1/2, less than 1/3,
et. In the real number system as we now understand it, the only in�nitely small number is 0; however, in
the early days of Calulus, people reasoned in terms of nonzero in�nitesimal numbers (and their reipro-

als, whih are in�nitely large numbers) quite often. I will disuss this oasionally, beause they an be

useful for intuitive understanding, but this is entirely optional; I ll make no attempt at a omplete or rig-

orous disussion of suh numbers, although I ll try to make sure that everything that I say about them is

at least true. (In�nitesimal numbers were the last onept to be made fully rigorous, but even so, this was

done in 1960, probably well before any of us was born.)
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1.2 Sets

Geometrially, a set of real numbers is a region within the number line; for eah number c, you should be

able to say (in priniple) whether c is in the set or not. That is, if c is a number and A is a set, then c ∈ A
is a statement that may be true or false. When it is true, we say that c is an element and member of A,
that c belongs to A, and that A owns c. Although one an talk about sets whose elements are anything at

all (even other sets) rather than just real numbers, the default meaning of `set' in this lass is a set of real

numbers. Note that both the entire real line (written R, R, or (−∞,∞)), whih owns every real number,

and the empty set (written ∅ or {}), whih owns nothing at all, ount as the extreme examples of sets of

real numbers.

In general, you an de�ne a set by piking a variable (say x) to stand for an arbitrary real number

and writing down a statement about that number (using that variable) so that x belongs to the set if and

only if the statement is true. For example, you might de�ne a set A by saying that, for eah real num-

ber x, x ∈ A if and only if x < 2. (Note that `if and only if' goes both ways: if x ∈ A, then x < 2; and if

x < 2, then x ∈ A.) You an write this as A = {x | x < 2}, or {x ∈ R | x < 2} to emphasize that it s a

set of real numbers. Or if you don t want to give the set a name like A, then you an refer to the set di-

retly as {x | x < 2}. Then given any real number c, c ∈ {x | x < 2} if and only if c < 2. For example,

1 ∈ {x | x < 2}, beause 1 < 2; but 3 /∈ {x | x < 2}, beause 3 ≮ 2 (where the slashes indiate that some-

thing is not true).

Besides this, we will often have to deal with intervals, whih are partiular sets of real numbers, so

there is a speial notation for them. If a and b are real numbers with a < b, then [a, b], [a, b), (a, b], and
(a, b) are all sets (the intervals from a to b, or with a and b as endpoints), onsisting of all of the numbers

stritly between a and b, as well as possibly the endpoints a and b themselves; an endpoint belongs to the

interval if the braket on that side is square but not if it is round. We an also use −∞ in plae of a or ∞
in plae of b (or both), to indiate that the interval ontinues forever in that diretion; but beause −∞
and ∞ are not real numbers, the brakets next to them must always be round. In other words:

[a, b] = {x | a ≤ x ≤ b}; [a, b) = {x | a ≤ x < b}; [a,∞) = {x | x ≥ a};
(a, b] = {x | a < x ≤ b}; (a, b) = {x | a < x < b}; (a,∞) = {x | x > a};

(−∞, b] = {x | x ≤ b}; (−∞, b) = {x | x < b}; (−∞,∞) = R.

We all [a, b], [a,∞), (−∞, b], and (−∞,∞) losed intervals; they inlude all of the endpoints that they

an. Conversely, we all (a, b), (a,∞), (−∞, b), and (−∞,∞) open intervals; they inlude none of their

endpoints. (Notie that [a, b) and (a, b] are neither open nor losed, while (−∞,∞) is both.) Also, the in-

tervals that don t involve any kind of in�nity are alled bounded intervals. In partiular, the losed bound-

ed intervals of the form [a, b] are alled ompat intervals. These will all be useful notions from time to

time.

Although I said above that a < b for the endpoints of an interval, we also allow a = b for ompat in-

tervals; however, [a, a] is more ommonly written simply {a}; that is, urly brakets with the single ele-

ment a listed within them. (If there are more elements, then you an list these separated by ommas, but

then the set will no longer be an interval.) If you re talking about a ompat interval [a, b] and want to

ensure that a < b, then you an speak of a nontrivial ompat interval. This is usually just a tehniality,

however.

1.3 Funtions

Another di�erene between these notes and the textbook is that I will never be sloppy with funtion nota-

tion.

In an expression suh as

y = f(x),

the variables x and y stand for real numbers, while the variable f stands for a funtion. (Usually this vari-

able is atually a onstant, beause f always refers to the same funtion throughout the problem, although

there an also be situations where the funtion itself is allowed to vary.) A funtion is not a number but
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rather a proess for turning one number into another. When speaking of spei� numbers, this is usual-

ly not a problem; for example, f(2) = 4 means that the funtion f is a proess that (among other things)

turns the number 2 into the number 4.
The statement that f(x) = x2

is more ambiguous; in a ontext where the variable x already appears,

this means that the funtion f is a proess that (among other things) turns the number x (whatever num-

ber that is) into the number x2
. But in a ontext where x does not already have a meaning, this state-

ment usually means that the funtion f is a proess that turns every real number into its square, whih is

a omplete desription of the funtion. In this ase, it is better to say something like

f(x) = x2
for all x,

and I will usually say something like this.

Another way to ompletely desribe this funtion is to write

f = (x 7→ x2).

This is analogous to de�ning a set S as S = {x | x > 2}; in eah ase, you introdue a new dummy variable

and then you either give an expression (to de�ne a funtion) or else you give an equation, inequality, or

other statement (to de�ne a set), in eah ase using that dummy variable. You an even do this without

giving the funtion (or set) a name, by (for example) just referring to the funtion (x 7→ x2) or the set
{x | x > 2}; this is alled anonymous funtion notation. Although the textbook does this with sets, it

never does this with funtions; so I won t do it muh either. It an be very handy, however.

The real problem is when the same symbol is used both to refer to a funtion and to its output value,

as in

A = A(x),

whih you might see (for example) in a problem in whih the area of some shape depends on something

else. I will never do this! Either I will use A to refer to the area itself, or I will use A to refer to the fun-

tion that indiates how this area depends on x (whatever that may be in this situation), but I will not use

the same symbol for both of these. If I need to refer to both of these, then I will use two di�erent sym-

bols. Most of the time, however, it s enough to have a symbol for the area itself and to leave the funtion

unnamed. (The notation for evaluation desribed on page 4 an help with this.)

When we over derivatives later on, you will learn various symbols used for this onept; and when

y = f(x), then I will also write

dy

dx
= f ′(x).

(What this means is explained on page 13.) The textbook will sometimes write y′ or df/dx in this situa-

tion, but I never will, and this is important to ensure that the ordinary rules of algebra ontinue to apply

to suh expressions. (For example, you an multiply both sides of the equation above by dx to get dy =
f ′(x) dx, whih would be di�ult to do orretly using the wrong symbols.) I will not ount it against

you if you are as sloppy as the textbook about this, beause I don t think that it s fair to require you to

do more than the textbook writers do; however, if you get onfused by your notation and make a mistake,

then that will ount against you! So I enourage you to use preise notation.

1.4 Variables

In Calulus, we study variable quantities, that is quantities whose values may vary (or hange).

In Algebra, we often use the word `variable' to refer to any quantity whose value we don t know, even

if this value is �xed and never hanges throughout the problem. In fat, the standard Algebra problem,

solving an equation suh as 2x+ 3 = 5, involves �guring out the value of the variable; so it had only one

value all along, and we just had to �gure out what it was. So if x is a variable in an Algebra problem, and

at some point we deide that the value of x is 1, then this may well mean that x is 1 throughout the entire

problem. (That s not always the ase in Algebra, but it often is.)
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In Calulus, we take the word `variable' more seriously. If x is a variable in a Calulus problem, then

x might be 1 at some point, but it will probably be 6 at some other point in the problem. (And more of-

ten than not, it will take all of the values in between 1 and 6 along the way, suh as 1 1
2 , π, and 5.789.)

Furthermore, if x and y are two variables that appear in the same problem, then the value of y will usual-

ly hange as the value of x hanges. Calulus is primarily about exatly this sort of thing: how one quan-

tity hanges as another quantity hanges.

In the simplest ases, it turns out that y is a funtion of x; that is, there is a �xed funtion f suh

that y = f(x) remains true as x and y vary. Calulus textbooks generally try to �t everything into this

mould, but it doesn t always ome out like this naturally. Often, you know that both x and y are hang-

ing, but it s not obvious that the value of x at some point is enough information to �gure out the value

of y at that point; yet when you write y = f(x), you re assuming that it is enough information.

Nearly all of the time, however, we an assume that there is some variable t, alled the independent

variable, suh that every other variable in the problem is a funtion of t. That is, if x and y appear in the

problem, then there are �xed funtions g and h suh that x = g(t) and y = h(t) throughout the problem.

(Then x and y are alled dependent variables, sine their values depend on the values of t, through the

funtions g and h.) If it also happens that y = f(x) throughout the problem, then this means that h is the

omposite funtion f ◦ g; but if that doesn t happen, then at least we still have g and h.
However, this variable t might not show up diretly! Calulus books will usually tell you (espeially in

word problems) that it s neessary to pik an independent variable from among the variables that appear

in the problem, but really it s enough to informally visualize the range of variation in the problem, and

you an treat all of the variables on an equal footing. All the same, for the sake of formal de�nitions, I

will assume that there is an independent variable t and that every other variable is a funtion of it, even

though in pratie we don t have to identify it. (Of ourse, you don t have to all the independent variable

`t', but I usually will, just to have a onsistent name.)

If we re not going to refer diretly to t, then we re not going to refer diretly to g and h either, only to

the quantities x and y; so we need some way to refer to the values of these quantities without referring to

the funtions that determine them. Here is how we do it formally:

If u = f(t), then u|t=c = f(c).

(This is alled evaluation notation.) More generally, if P is some statement that is only true one, then

P implies the statement t = c for some value of c, so we an make sense of u|P . Even if P is a statement

that might not only be true one, as long as every possible value of u|P is the same, then we an still make

sense of u|P . Finally, even if there are di�erent possible values of u|P , then the value of u|P still varies,

but at least it doesn t vary as muh as u itself, sine there are now fewer possibilities.

This all sounds very abstrat (beause it is), but the onrete appliation is straightforward; here are

some examples:

x|x=5 = 5,

(2x+ 3)|x=4 = 2(4) + 3 = 11,

(2x+ 3y)|x=4,
y=5

= 2(4) + 3(5) = 23.

Taking the last of these for example, there is no need to think about what t is when x = 4 and y = 5, and
indeed without onsidering how x and y depend on this unspei�ed independent variable t, the value of t
is impossible to know. Nevertheless, we know that no matter what t may be, if x = 4 and y = 5 at that

value of t, then u = 2x+ 3y is de�nitely 2(4) + 3(5) = 23 at that same value of t, and that is enough. So

all that you have to do in pratie is to plug in the given values and perform the given alulation.

Sometimes (generally only in the middle of a problem or in something theoretial) you an t work out

the value ompletely; for example,

(2x+ 3y)|x=4 = 2(4) + 3(y|x=4) = 8 + 3y|x=4.

If we don t know anything more about the relationship between x and y, then we don t know the value

of y when x = 4, so this is all that we an say in this example, but at least we were able to work out part

of it.
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1.5 Completeness of the real line

In this ourse, we work with the real numbers, whih are supposed to orrespond to points on a number

line. Ultimately, all of the properties of real numbers derive from intuitive geometri properties of points

on a line. For example, the arithmeti operations of addition, subtration, multipliation, and division an

be de�ned in terms of hanges of position and sale on the number line. The order relation between real

numbers (< and >) also derives from relative position on a line. (You have to speify the numerial values

of at least two points, suh as 0 and 1, in order to make a geometri line into a number line, but one you

have those two points, then everything else follows.)

The most advaned of the fundamental properties of the number line is its ompleteness. There are

many ways to express ompleteness, but my favourite is this:

If you pik out two nonempty regions of the number line, one on the left alled L and one on the

right alled U , whih don t overlap but otherwise annot be extended further, then there is a sin-

gle point between them, alled cut (L,U), the ut between L and U .

oo
L

cut (L,U)

U
//•

We an make this logially preise (in terms of the order relation on real numbers): Suppose that L and U
are two sets of real numbers (making preise what regions of the number line are), with these properties:

• There is some r ∈ L and some s ∈ U (whih is what it means for L and U to be nonempty);

• If r ∈ L and s ∈ U , then r < s (whih is what it means for L to be on the left and U on the right

without overlapping);

• If r < s, then r ∈ L or s ∈ U (whih is what it means to say that L and U annot be extended fur-

ther).

(Note that `or' in math, as here, normally inludes the possibility of both.) Then there exists a real num-

ber cut (L,U) with this property:

• If r ∈ L and s ∈ U , then r ≤ cut (L,U) ≤ s (whih is what it means for cut (L,U) to be between L
and U).

A ouple more important properties follow from what was said above:

• The number cut (L,U) is the only real number between L and U ;
• If r < cut (L,U) < s, then r ∈ L and s ∈ U .
The point of all this is to be able to prove that a real number exists. For example, in order to prove

rigorously that every real number c has a ube root

3
√
c (and has anybody ever showed you why this is

true or did you just take it on faith?), you �rst de�ne L as {x | x3 < c} and U as {x | x3 > c}, hek that

L and U have the neessary properties listed above (whih takes a bit of work with algebra), onlude that

cut (L,U) exists with the properties listed above, and hek (using those properties) that cut (L,U)
3
= c

(whih takes a lot more work with algebra). Thus, this ut is the ube root

3
√
c.

This method of proving that a real number exists is also pratial, beause it shows us how to ap-

proximate its value as losely as we like. For example, to approximate

3
√
2 to 4 deimal plaes, you look

at some nearby possibilities, suh as 1.0001, 1.0002, 1.0003, . . . , 1.9997, 1.9998, 1.9999. Somewhere in this

list are two numbers right next to eah other, one of whih has a ube less than 2 (so it s in L) and one

of whih has a ube greater than 2 (so it s in U). Then we approximate

3
√
2 to 4 deimal plaes by say-

ing that it s in between these two numbers. (As it happens, these two numbers are 1.2599 and 1.2600; al-
so, 1.259953 > 2, so 3

√
2 rounds to 1.2599.) There are more e�ient ways to alulate ube roots (suh as

Newton s Method, desribed on page 23), but this proof that they exist at least gives one way to alulate

them, to start with.

I will only have to refer to this property of real numbers oasionally, when explaining why some num-

ber exists. The main point is that you know that a number exists if you an approximate it as losely as

you like, the way that I approximated

3
√
2 to 4 deimal plaes. Cheking all of the detailed requirements is

not usually really neessary to understand what s going on.
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2 Limits and ontinuity

There are four main operations onsidered in Calulus: limits, derivatives (or di�erentials), integrals (or

antidi�erentials), and sums of in�nite series. (The last of these is only overed in Calulus 2.) Here we will

look at the �rst one: limits. These are also losely related to the onept of ontinuity, whih is atually

the easiest onept to de�ne.

2.1 Continuity

In Calulus, we not only study variable quantities; we study quantities that are ontinuously varying. This

implies in partiular that a quantity y that varies from 1 to 6 will pass through 1 1
2 , π, and 5.789, and ev-

erything else in between.

In real life, we an never measure or �x the value of a suh a quantity y exatly, down to the last de-

imal plae; after all, there are in�nitely many deimal plaes, but we an only do a �nite amount of work.

So, it is key to the study of real numbers that we an approximate them to any �nite number of deimal

plaes (among other ways). That is what the stu� about uts on page 5 aomplishes.

Also in Calulus, we study how one quantity y varies along with another quantity x. The most straight-

forward way in whih this an happen is when y is a funtion of x; if f is the funtion, then y = f(x). But
in pratie, we only know x and y approximately, so if we only use an approximate value of x, then f(x)
should still be an approximate value of y. For example, suppose that f(x) = x2

for all x; if you know that

x is approximately 2, then you know that y = f(x) is approximately 22 = 4.
This doesn t work with every funtion! For example, suppose that g is the pieewise-de�ned funtion

g(x) =

ß

x+ 1 for x < 2,
x+ 3 for x ≥ 2;

if you only know that x is approximately 2, then you really don t know if g(x) is approximately 2 + 1 = 3
or approximately 2 + 3 = 5. Of ourse, if you know that x is exatly 2, then you know that g(x) is 2 + 3 =
5 (exatly); but it s no good if you only know x approximately.

In these examples, we say that g has a disontinuity at 2, while f is ontinuous at 2. (In fat, f is

ontinuous everywhere, while g is ontinuous everywhere exept at 2.) So the idea is this:

A funtion f is ontinuous at a real number c if, whenever x ≈ c (meaning that x is approxi-

mately equal to c), f(x) ≈ f(c).

So if you only know that x ≈ c, then that s enough information to know f(x) approximately (spei�ally,

that f(x) ≈ f(c)).
Atually, we should take are about where f is de�ned. Sometimes Calulus textbooks say that f has

a disontinuity at c if f is unde�ned at c (that is if f(c) does not exist), and sometimes they don t; but in

any ase, f is not ontinuous there: f must be de�ned �rst in order to be ontinuous. On the other hand,

if f is unde�ned at x, then we don t hold that against f ; for example, we want to say that f(x) =
√
x is

ontinuous at 0, even though f(x) does not exist (as a real number) whenever x < 0. So a more areful

de�nition is this:

A funtion f is ontinuous at a real number c if f(c) exists and, whenever x ≈ c and f(x) ex-
ists, f(x) ≈ f(c).

This is still not a ompletely rigorous de�nition, beause it doesn t explain how lose we need to be

to say that one quantity is approximately equal to another. (Basially, the answer is this: as lose as you

need, and as lose as you want.) But I will save that for a bit later. Already, this basi idea should be

enough to allow you to judge ontinuity of a funtion from its graph.

To judge ontinuity of a funtion from a formula, it s onvenient to know that any funtion is ontinu-

ous (wherever it is de�ned) if it has a formula that uses only these operations: addition, subtration, mul-

tipliation, division, absolute values, opposites, reiproals, raising to powers when the exponent is on-

stant or the base is always positive, extrating roots when the index is onstant or the radiand is always
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positive, logarithms, trigonometri funtions, and inverse trigonometri funtions. These are pretty muh

all of the funtions that you ever deal with!

So, the exeptions in pratie are muh rarer: exponentiation where the exponent varies and the base

an be zero or negative, roots where the index varies and the radiand an be zero or negative, and pieewise-

de�ned funtions. Of these, only pieewise-de�ned funtions are likely to ome up. These funtions an be

ontinuous, but only if the values agree on both sides whenever two piees join. So for example, while

g(x) =

ß

x+ 1 for x < 2,
x+ 3 for x ≥ 2

has a disontinuity at x = 2,

h(x) =

ß

x+ 1 for x < 2,
5− x for x ≥ 2

is ontinuous at x = 2 (and so everywhere), beause 2 + 1 = 5− 2. The preise theorem is that, if f and g
are funtions that are eah ontinuous at a number c, and if f(c) = g(c), then the pieewise-de�ned fun-

tion h de�ned by

h(x) =

ß

f(x) for x < c,
g(x) for x ≥ c

(or by f(x) for x ≤ c and g(x) for x > c, beause this gives the same result), then h is also ontinuous

at c.
Returning to the meaning of ontinuity, how lose of an approximation is lose enough? The key to

the answer is that a real number may be approximated as preisely as you wish, as long as you put enough

work into it. So for f to be ontinuous at c, we should be able to demand that f(x) and f(c) be as lose
together as we like (as long as we still allow for a positive distane between them). But in order to ahieve

that result, it s fair in turn to demand that x be as lose to c as neessary (again as long as we still allow

the distane to be positive). The distane between two numbers is given by subtrating and taking the

absolute value, so we need to be able to ensure that |f(x)− f(c)| is as small as we want (but positive) by

making |x− c| as small as we need (but positive).

The traditional symbols for these small but positive distanes are the Greek letters `ǫ' (lowerase Ep-
silon) and `δ' (lowerase Delta). For this reason, this is sometimes alled the ǫ-δ (or epsilon-delta) de�ni-

tion; this general method of designing de�nitions and proving theorems is also alled epsilontis. So here is

the rigorous de�nition:

A funtion f is ontinuous at a real number c if f(c) exists and, for eah positive number ǫ (no
matter how small), there is some positive number δ (possibly quite small), suh that whenever

|x− c| < δ and f(x) exists, |f(x)− f(c)| < ǫ.

This is fairly ompliated, but you an view it as a game, involving a funtion f and a number c suh that

f(c) exists.
• I hallenge you with a positive number ǫ.
• You respond with a positive number δ.
• I reply with a value of x suh that |x− c| < δ and f(x) exists.
• You win if |f(x)− f(c)| < ǫ.

If you an win this game, no matter what hoies I make, then f is ontinuous at c. On the other hand, if

I an win no matter what hoies you make, then f has a disontinuity at c.
To see how this matters in pratie, suppose again that f(x) = x2

for all x and you re told that x ≈ 2;
you want to judge how preisely you know that x2 ≈ 4. To be spei�, suppose that you want to be guar-

anteed that x2
rounds to 4 to at least 3 digits after the deimal point, in other words that |x2 − 4| < 1

2 ×
10−3

. (That is, ǫ is 1
2 × 10−3 = 0.0005.) This means that you want x2

to be between 4− 1
2 × 10−3 = 3.9995

and 4 + 1
2 × 10−3 = 4.0005. Taking square roots (and assuming that x is positive, sine it s near 2), this

means that x is between

√
3.9995 ≈ 1.999 87 and

√
4.0005 ≈ 2.000 12. To be really sure that this is true,

round up the lower number and round down the upper number: x should be between 1.9999 and 2.0001.
Subtrating these from 2, this means that |x− 2| < 0.0001. (That is, δ is 0.0001; if the upper and lower
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estimates give you di�erent values of δ, then use the smaller one to be safe.) So if you an verify that x is

at least that lose to 2, then you an be on�dent that x2
is at least as lose to 4 as you need. (That f is

ontinuous at 2 means that no matter how preisely you need to know that x2 ≈ 4, you ll be able to per-

form a alulation like this, at least in priniple, to �nd out how preisely you need to require that x ≈ 2.)
Here are a few more de�nitions to round out the topi; in all of these de�nitions, f is a funtion, c is

a number, and S is a set (of numbers).

• f is left-ontinuous at c (or ontinuous at c from the left or from below) if the funtion

(x 7→ f(x) for x ≤ c) (that is the same as f on the interval (−∞, c] but unde�ned on the interval

(c,∞)) is ontinuous at c.
• f is right-ontinuous at c (or ontinuous at c from the right or from above) if the funtion

(x 7→ f(x) for x ≥ c) is ontinuous at c.
• f is ontinuous on S if f is ontinuous at c whenever c ∈ S (so in partiular, f must be de�ned

on S).
• f is just plain ontinuous if f is ontinuous on its domain (so ontinuous at every number where it

is de�ned).

Left and right ontinuity will not ome up muh, although sometimes it is useful to know that f is ontin-

uous at c if and only if it is both left-ontinuous and right-ontinuous there.

However, the other two de�nitions above will be used often. It will be espeially ommon to say that

a funtion is ontinuous on a ompat interval [a, b]; this means that we don t are whether it s de�ned at

numbers less than a or greater than b and (even if it is) whether it s ontinuous there, but we are about

what is happening between (and at) a and b. (Even at a and b, we usually only are that the funtion is

right-ontinuous at a and left-ontinuous at b, but it would take more work to be so preise, so we usually

don t bother to larify this.)

2.2 Diretions

A diretion in some variable desribes not only whether the variable is inreasing or dereasing (that is

its literal diretion on a number line) but also if there is a limiting value that it approahes but does not

reah. The basi diretions that we study in this ourse take the following four forms, where x may be any

variable and c may be any onstant:

• x → ∞: as x inreases without bound (or as x approahes positive in�nity);

• x → −∞: as x dereases without bound (or as x approahes negative in�nity);

• x → c−: as x inreases towards c (or as x approahes c from the left, or from below);

• x → c+: as x dereases towards c (or as x approahes c from the right, or from above).

Any two or more of these diretions may be ombined, but the only type of ombined diretion in the

textbook is this:

• x → c: as x approahes c (from either diretion, or even both at one, jumping bak and forth);

whih is the ombination of x → c− and x → c+. That said, other ombinations are also sometimes stud-

ied, espeially the ombination of x → ∞ and x → −∞, whih is written x → ±∞: as x approahes pos-

itive or negative in�nity. (You an also onsider fanier diretions, for example as x inreases without

bound while taking only integer values, whih is relevant to the material in Setion 9.1 of the textbook and

whih I will get to in Chapter 6. For now, however, I ll stik to ombinations of the types of diretions rel-

evant to Chapter 2.)

It s sometimes onvenient to think of ∞ and −∞ as numbers like the real number c, only numbers of

an in�nite magnitude. Similarly, it s sometimes onvenient to think of c+ and c− as numbers that are in-

�nitely lose to (but distint from) the real number c. Then the meanings of the diretions are as follows:

• x → ∞: what happens when x is positive and in�nite?

• x → −∞: what happens when x is negative and in�nite?

• x → c−: what happens when x is in�nitely lose to but less than c?
• x → c+: what happens when x is in�nitely lose to but greater than c?
• x → c: what happens when x is in�nitely lose to but distint from c?
• x → ±∞: what happens when the absolute value of x is in�nite?
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This an be made rigorous, by extending the real number system to the hyperreal number system, al-

though I will not be doing that. But in any ase, it an be useful for intuition.

Ultimately, the important thing about a diretion is what happens eventually as you move in that

diretion. So for example, as x → ∞, it is eventually true that x > 0, that x > 1, that x > 2, and so on.

Besides that . . . well, that s it, really. If any statement P is true as x → ∞, then it s true beause there

is some �xed number M (whih you may assume is a whole number, although you don t have to do this)

suh that P is true whenever x > M . For example, x2 > 4 as x → ∞, beause x2 > 4 whenever x > 2.
(It s also true that x2 > 4 whenever x < −2, but that s irrelevant.)

Similarly, P is true (eventually) as x → −∞ if there is some number M suh that P is true whenev-

er x < −M . Also, P is true in the ombined diretion x → ±∞ if it is true both as x → ∞ and as x →
−∞, in other words if there is some number M suh that P is true whenever |x| > M . Next, P is true as

x → c+ if there is some positive number δ (whih you may assume is 1/M for some natural number M , al-

though you don t have to do this) suh that P is true whenever c < x < c+ δ; and P is true as x → c− if

there is some positive number δ suh that P is true whenever c− δ < x < c. Finally, P is true as x → c if
it is true both as x → c+ and as x → c−, in other words if there is some positive number δ suh that P is

true whenever c− δ < x < c+ δ but x 6= c (or equivalently whenever 0 < |x− c| < δ).
For example, x− 2 6= 0 as x → 2, preisely beause of the x 6= 2 bit; the point of x → 2 is that x is

lose to 2 but still distint from 2. You an t say that x− 2 > 0 as x → 2, but at least (x− 2)
2
> 0; also,

x− 2 > 0 as x → 2+. This sort of analysis allows you to simplify things as you work in partiular dire-

tions.

2.3 Limits

If D is any diretion and u is any variable quantity, then we indiate the value to whih u approahes as

hange ours in the indiated diretion as

lim
D

u

in a diplayed equation or as limD u in running text. (The textbook likes to write u as f(x), and this is

ertainly onvenient when it omes to the formal de�nition, but in pratie you ll start with an expression

involving the variable x, and it s not neessary to think of this as given by a funtion.) We will examine

the ase when u approahes a real value L, as well as the ase when u inreases without bound or dereas-

es without bound. In the �rst ase, we say that the limit onverges; in the seond ase, we say that the

limit diverges to (positive or negative) in�nity. Other types of behaviour are also possible, whih are also

kinds of divergene, but I won t try to analyse those now.

A limit as x → c is one of the three kinds of results that we are onsidering if and only if the limits as

x → c+ and as x → c− are both this same result. So in total, there are �fteen kinds of limits that we will

onsider, for the �ve kinds of diretions (four basi and one ombined) and the three kinds of results:

lim
x→∞

u = L; lim
x→∞

u = ∞; lim
x→∞

u = −∞;

lim
x→−∞

u = L; lim
x→−∞

u = ∞; lim
x→−∞

u = −∞;

lim
x→c−

u = L; lim
x→c−

u = ∞; lim
x→c−

u = −∞;

lim
x→c+

u = L; lim
x→c+

u = ∞; lim
x→c+

u = −∞;

lim
x→c

u = L; lim
x→c

u = ∞; lim
x→c

u = −∞.

To see how to read these aloud, I ll onsider the last one as an example; this says that the limit, as x ap-

proahes c, of u is negative in�nity.

If you think of ∞ and −∞ as numbers of an in�nite magnitude, then the meanings of the results are

as follows:

• limD u = ∞: u is positive and in�nite;

• limD u = −∞: u is negative and in�nite;

• limD u = L: u is in�nitely lose to L (whih inludes being equal to L as a speial ase).
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This an be made into a rigorous de�nition of limits using the hyperreal number system, but I will only

use it for intuition.

There are some alternative notations for limits that are worth knowing. First of all, instead of writing

limD u, you an also write u|D, analogous to evaluation notation (page 4). That is, u|x=c means whatever

u equals when x equals c, while u|x→c means whatever u approahes (or equals) when x approahes (but is

still distint from) c.
The point of a ontinuous funtion is that these are the same; that is, f is ontinuous at c if and only

if f(x)|x=c and f(x)|x→c both exist and are equal. Of ourse, instead of writing f(x)|x=c, you ould just

write f(c); similarly, instead of writing f(x)|x→c, there is yet another notation for this:

f(c±) = f(x)|x→c = lim
x→c

f(x).

You an read this as `f of c plus or minus'; the idea behind `plus or minus' here is the same as in the En-

glish phrase `more or less', meaning `approximately', beause we re looking at values of f near c rather
than at c. Then f is ontinuous at c if and only if f(c±) = f(c) (inluding that these both exist).

The analogous notations for the other types of diretions are f(c−), f(c+), f(∞), and f(−∞). Sine
things like c+ and ∞ aren t real numbers, there should be no onfusion between this funtion-limit no-

tation and the usual funtion-evaluation notation f(c). Sine all of these alternative notations for limits

aren t in the textbook, I won t use them very muh, but they are good to know; they are short and handy,

and you may see them elsewhere.

2.4 De�ning limits

The simplest type of limit to de�ne is limx→c f(x). Note that this just depends on the funtion f and the

real number c, whih is espeially lear using the notation f(c±) in the previous paragraph above. If f is

ontinuous at c, then this is supposed to be f(c). But what if f is unde�ned or disontinuous at c?
Given a real number L, let fc 7→L be the pieewise-de�ned funtion given by

fc 7→L(x) =
{

f(x) for x 6= c,
L for x = c.

That is, fc 7→L is almost the same funtion as f , exept that fc 7→L(c) = L, regardless of what f(c) is (or
even whether f(c) exists in the �rst plae). Now here is the de�nition of the limit:

If there is a unique real number L suh that fc 7→L is ontinuous at c, then L is f(c±).

Note that the limit is unde�ned if either there is no L that makes fc 7→L ontinuous or if there is more than

one L that makes it ontinuous. But that seond possibility is very rare; it only happens if f is unde�ned

approahing c, that is if f is not de�ned anywhere near c (in whih ase fc 7→L is ontinuous at c no matter

what L is, beause there is nothing nearby to ompare to).

What if the limit is some kind of in�nity? We an t talk about fc 7→∞, beause then fc 7→∞(c) would
have to be ∞, whih is not a real number. However, if f(x) is inreasing without bound, then 1/f(x)
should be approahing 0. This almost allows us to de�ne when the limit is ∞; the only problem is that

1/f(x) still approahes 0 even if f(x) dereases without bound as well. Still we an say that

lim
x→c

f(x) = ±∞ if lim
x→c

Å

1

f(x)

ã

= 0.

To �nish the de�nitions that we want, we need to speify the sign of f(x) as well:

lim
x→c

f(x) = ∞ if lim
x→c

Å

1

f(x)

ã

= 0 and f(x) > 0 as x → c;

lim
x→c

f(x) = −∞ if lim
x→c

Å

1

f(x)

ã

= 0 and f(x) < 0 as x → c.
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You an also de�ne things like limx→c u = L−
and limx→c u = L+

by similar restritions, but we won t be

doing that.

Finally, for the general de�ntion of limD u, where D is any diretion and u is any expression, sup-

pose (like I did bak on the top of page 4) that x and u are both funtions of some independent variable t,
where x is the variable that appears in the diretion D. To be preise, suppose that u = f(t) and x = g(t).
If the diretion D onsists of some additional ondition on the variable x, then assume that this ondition

holds for every value of the funtion g. (So for x → c−, suppose that g(t) < c always, and for x → c+, sup-
pose that g(t) > c always; even for x → c, still suppose that g(t) 6= c always.) Then if the limit of f(t) has
the same value (a real number L, ∞, or −∞) whenever the limit of g(t) is the value given by the dire-

tion D (a real number c, ∞, or −∞), then that value for the limit of u = f(t) is the limit limD u.
(This de�nition overs muh more general ases than the textbook s; for example, limx→0 (±x) = 0,

beause whenever f(t) = ±g(t) and lim g(t) = 0, then lim f(t) = 0. Intuitively, this should be obvious,

sine ±x ≈ 0 whenever x ≈ 0, no matter whether it s +x or −x. But the textbook an t make sense of

this, tehnially, sine ±x is not a funtion of x. The formal de�nition of the Riemann integral is anoth-

er ase where the textbook tehnially annot write it down but I an.)

The textbook de�nes limits diretly using epsilontis (whih is very similar to the epsilonti de�nition

of ontinuity but slightly more ompliated), then de�nes ontinuity using limits; I have de�ned ontinuity

using epsilontis and de�ned limits using ontinuity. Our de�nitions ome in di�erent orders, but they are

equivalent (at least in the ases where the book gives a de�ntion at all). In any ase, the most important

method of alulating limits is this:

If f is ontinuous at c, then lim
x→c

f(x) = f(c).

This fat makes most limits trivial to alulate; but it s the exeptions where all of the interesting stu�

happens!

For example, let g be the pieewise-de�ned funtion from page 6:

g(x) =

ß

x+ 1 for x < 2,
x+ 3 for x ≥ 2;

onsider the limits of g(x) in various diretions. Sine g is ontinuous everywhere exept at 2, it follows
that lim

x→c
g(x) is simply g(c) for every real number c other than 2. There are still a few interesting lim-

its of g(x), however: the limits as x → 2+, as x → 2−, as x → ∞, and as x → −∞. The �rst of these is

g(2) = 5, basially beause g(x) uses the same formula when x = 2 as when x > 2; formally, it s beause

x+ 3 for x ≥ 2 is ontinuous as a funtion of x. (In other words, g is right-ontinuous at 2.) The next

one, the limit as x → 2−, is 3, even though g(2) 6= 3 (so g is not left-ontinuous at 2). But the reason for

this limit is essentially the same as the reason for the previous limit; it is that x+ 1 for x ≤ 2 is ontinu-

ous as a funtion of x. Next, the limit as x → ∞ is ∞, beause if x is positive as 1/x → 0, then x+ 3 is

positive and 1/(x+ 3) → 0, or going down to an even more basi level, beause 1/(1/t+ 3) simpli�es to

t/(1 + 3t), whih is ontinuous, positive when t is positive, and 0 when t is 0. Finally, the limit as x →
−∞ is −∞, for essentially the same reason, but now using 1/(1/t+ 1) and looking at negative values.

(This time, 1/(1/t+ 1) an be positive even when t is negative, but not when t is su�iently lose to 0,
whih is what matters.)

The analysis in the previous paragraph is somewhat ad ho, showing how you would work diretly

from the de�nitions. The next setion is about quik methods, but it will still be useful to think about

what happens in various diretions.

2.5 Calulation tehniques

Here I disuss the pratial aspets of alulating limits.

The �rst fat to know about alulating limits is that the limit of the variable itself is already given

by the diretion:

lim
x→c−

x = c, lim
x→c+

x = c, lim
x→c

x = c, lim
x→∞

x = ∞, lim
x→−∞

x = −∞.
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A similarly important priniple is that the limit of a onstant, in any diretion, is that onstant:

lim
D

C = C.

Of ourse, we rarely bother with limits as simple as these! However, we have the powerful priniple that if

an expression is built using only the usual operations,* then the limit of the expression may be omputed

using these operations.

Expliitly, eah of these equations is true whenever the right-hand side is de�ned (so that in partiu-

lar the left-hand side is automatially also de�ned), so long as n is onstant and limD w is positive:

lim
D

(u+ v) = lim
D

u+ lim
D

v; lim
D

(u− v) = lim
D

u− lim
D

v;

lim
D

(uv) = lim
D

u · lim
D

v; lim
D

(u/v) =
limD u

limD v
;

lim
D

(−u) = − lim
D

u; lim
D

(|u|) =
∣

∣

∣
lim
D

u
∣

∣

∣
;

lim
D

(un) =
(

lim
D

u
)

n
; lim

D
(wu) =

(

lim
D

w
)

limD u
;

lim
D

( n
√
u) = n

√

lim
D

u; lim
D

(logv u) = loglimD v

(

lim
D

u
)

;

lim
D

(sinu) = sin
(

lim
D

u
)

; lim
D

(cosu) = cos
(

lim
D

u
)

;

lim
D

(tanu) = tan
(

lim
D

u
)

; lim
D

(cotu) = cot
(

lim
D

u
)

;

lim
D

(secu) = sec
(

lim
D

u
)

; lim
D

(cscu) = csc
(

lim
D

u
)

;

lim
D

(asinu) = asin
(

lim
D

u
)

; lim
D

(acosu) = acos
(

lim
D

u
)

;

lim
D

(atanu) = atan
(

lim
D

u
)

; lim
D

(acotu) = acot
(

lim
D

u
)

;

lim
D

(asecu) = asec
(

lim
D

u
)

; lim
D

(acscu) = acsc
(

lim
D

u
)

.

In this way, we an evaluate most limits.

We an do even more limits if we extend arithmeti to the values ±∞ as follows, where a is (in gener-

al) any real number or ±∞:

a+∞ = ∞+ a = ∞ if a > −∞; a−∞ = −∞+ a = −∞ if a < ∞;

a · ∞ = ∞ · a = ∞ if a > 0; a · ∞ = ∞ · a = −∞ if a < 0;

−∞ · a = −(∞ · a); a÷±∞ = 0 if −∞ < a < ∞;

∞a = ∞ if a > 0; (±∞)
a
= 0 if a < 0;

a∞ = ∞ if a > 1; a∞ = 0 if − 1 < a < 1;

a−∞ = 0 if |a| > 1; a−∞ = ∞ if 0 ≤ a < 1;
a
√
∞ = ∞ if 0 < a < ∞;

∞
√
a = 1 if 0 < a < ∞.

Rather than memorizing all of these, it is usually enough to think to yourself what happens if a given

number beomes arbitrarily large.

* Addition, subtration, multipliation, division, absolute values, opposites, reiproals, raising to pow-

ers when the exponent is onstant or the base is always positive, extrating roots when the index is on-

stant or the base is always positive, logarithms, trigonometri operations, and inverse trigonometri opera-

tions, the same as the list of ontinuous operations spanning pages 6 and 7
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Finally, we an even divide by zero sometimes, if we are omputing limits!

lim
D

(u/v) = ∞ if lim
D

u > 0, lim
D

v = 0, and v > 0;

lim
D

(u/v) = −∞ if lim
D

u > 0, lim
D

v = 0, and v < 0;

lim
D

(u/v) = −∞ if lim
D

u < 0, lim
D

v = 0, and v > 0;

lim
D

(u/v) = ∞ if lim
D

u < 0, lim
D

v = 0, and v < 0.

In other words, if v → 0 with a onsistent sign, then the limit of u/v is plus or minus in�nity, depending

on how the sign of v ompares to the sign of u, as long as u approahes something other than 0.
However, this tells us nothing if u → 0 too; in other words, if you work out the limit as far as 0/0.

The same goes for expressions involving in�nity suh as ∞−∞, 0 · ∞, ∞÷∞, ∞0
, and 1∞, none of whih

is handled by the rules on page 12. Additionally, the rule for limD (wu) requires that limD w > 0; but even
if w > 0 in the diretion D, it s still possible to have limD w = 0. In this ase, it s best to look at 1/w
(whose limit is in�nite) instead, but the form 00 annot be treated in this way. These are all alled in-

determinate forms.

To handle an indeterminate form, people typially use an advaned tehnique suh as L H�opital s Rule

(page 24) or expansion into power series (page 49). However, you an often manipulate the expression al-

gebraially to get something that works.

While I m at it, here is another rule, alled the Chain Rule for limits: If limD u is a real number and

f is ontinuous there, then

lim
D

f(u) = f
(

lim
D

u
)

.

(Compare the Chain Rule for di�erentials in Setion 3.3 below.) This is not something that you ll use di-

retly if you have all of the rules on page 13, but you might need it in a more theoretial situation where

you don t know what funtion f is (but you still know that it s ontinuous).
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